CTL84
Adjustable Beam LED Track Luminaire

- Sleek, high performance LED track luminaire available in two (2) wattages: 15W (up to 1100 lumens) and 30W (up to 2100 lumens)
- Featuring an adjustable beam mechanism designed to provide outstanding flexibility for dynamic displays in retail and gallery applications
- The 15W version provides a sleek cylindrical shape with the driver integrated into the cylindrical design
- Dimming is standard for all wattage options (120V only) and allows smooth illumination down to 10%; for dimmer compatibility, refer to Dimming Specifications sheet
- Both 15W and 30W versions provide 360°+ horizontal (rotation) adjustment and 90° vertical aiming
- Integral ON/OFF switch and track polarity indicator are standard
- Can accept up to (1) LF16 lens or FA-16 50MM louver when used with the FA-15 Accessory Holder
- Finishes: Black, White, Silver
- cCSAus Certified to UL standards

Technical Information

- **Product Features**
  - Color Rendering Index : 80-89
  - Correlated Color Temperature : 2700K, 3000K, 3500K
  - Driver Orientation : Vertical
  - Light Distribution Detail : Adjustable
  - Light Source : LED
  - Lumen Output : 1001-1500, 2001-3000
  - Product Type : Track Head
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